UNDERTAKING FOR UNIVERSITY HOSTEL ACCOMMODATION
For Girls Hostels

I____________________ D/O___________ Studying at the Department of __________
Semester______ at Abdul Wali Khan University Mardan. I am applying for AWKUM university hostel
accommodation at Main Campus. I solemnly undertake that I will strictly follow all the university hostel
rules, i will accept and abide by all decisions of the university authorities in matter of hostel
administration and discipline during my stay. It will be responsible to pay all the hostel dues on time.
I understand and agree with the hostel rules as mentioned below.
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The provost has the authority to cancel hostel admission of any student on behalf of the misbehavior /
misconduct, violation of the hostel rules.
Dues are subject to change and with a 10% increase for all students, after approval of the competent
authority
In case of the incorrect and misleading information or concealment of facts, the university will have the
right to refuse/ cancel the hostel seat of concerned student.
Mess is compulsory for all boarder students.
Only visitors mentioned in hostel admission form can visit the student at hostel.
Students are not allowed to leave for home directly from the department without prior permission from
the concerned warden.
Regular entry should be made in In/Out register.
No guests including mother/sister/cousins are allowed for night stay due to severe situation of the
territory.
All the record of students including name, room no and address etc will be given to concerned police
station as they demand.
After 10:00 Pm no student will be allowed to enter the hostel gate- timings should be strictly followed.
Use/possession of drugs is strictly prohibited.
Loud music disturbance is not allowed.
Any kind of Weapons are not allowed in any case.
Shouting and hooting is not allowed for creating disturbance.
During vacation students are not allowed to stay in hostel and they should carry all their luggage’s with
them as university will not be responsible for any loss.
Students should not keep expensive belongings with them in hostel room in case of misplacing hostel
authorities will not be held responsible.
Video call is strictly banned at hostel premises for all female students.
Food parcels are prohibited due to security issues.
In case of going on study trip parents & departmental permission should be process on time.
Any type of grouping/gathering are not allowed during the stay at hostel.
Any type of misconduct with the university staff and with roommates may lead to cancellation of hostel
residency.
The following items are strictly prohibited to use inside in hostel i.e. iron, electric heater, electric cattle, gas
cylinder etc.

I fully understand that in the case of non compliance on my part regarding my hostel rules, the university
authorities have the right to take any legal action against me which might also include eviction from university
hostel.
Student Name: ___________________
Signature: _______________________
CNIC#: __________________________
Date: ___________________________
Witness:1
Name: ______________________
F. Name_____________________
Signature: ___________________
CNIC: _______________________
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Witness:2
Name: _________________________
F.Name:________________________
Signature: ______________________
CNIC: __________________________

Instructions for filling university hostel undertaking form
Please copy the form on a Rs.50 Stamp paper
Please provide all the required signatures from Oath Commissioner
Undertaking forms should be attested

